Senses and motor skills
We have been all the way round sense and motor
skills in our product line for children and adults
within the autism spectrum, ADHD, PDD and
others with sense modulation or behavioral dysfunction.
Ergonomics, functionality, and good quality have
been the key words for us in the development
process of the multifunctional qualities.
Danish design - made in Denmark

Comfi Sense Chair
Comfortable chair made of PU without
phthalates. The upholstery is made of soft
foam, which provides good seating comfort.
The chair’s collar with weight stimulates
the body’s senses and thus reduces stress
and restlessness in the user.
The collar is mounted on the back cushion with a zipper and can therefore be
removed and used as a hug pillow with or
without the included weight bags as needed.
The weight pads are made of nylon and
contain sand only.

Comfi Multi flex

A soft and practical chair that can be used as a day bed, chair, relaxation
and play.
The voluminous cushion embraces the body and gives the user immediate
sense of comfort and ease, which makes the body relax.
The chair is made of cleanable PU without phthalates and only weighs 2
kg, which makes it easy to carry. Perfect for kinder gardens for listening to
a good story or for a rest.

Comfi Sense Vest
The sense vest is suitable for children and
adults with anxiety, difficulty concentrating and
stress and is used in schools, kinder garden,
shopping centres or when you are on a family
outing. Available in size 4 years to XL weight
adjustment available from 1 to 5 kg.
Designed in washable black nylon and cotton,
the sense vest looks like a normal vest so nobody will stand out.
The weight pads included gives you possibility
to adjust the weight load as you prefer. Different from other sense vests the weight pads are
placed equally all over the vest and not only on
the shoulder and neck area.

Comfi Sense Blanket
With its softness and hugging effect the blanket has
a relaxing and de-stressing effect that gives ease
and balance.
The nice blanket is available in washable nylon or
PU without phalates which is easily cleaned with a
damp cloth.
The sand bags for adjustment of the blanket’s
weight can be purchased in the desired bulked
weight from 1000 – 5000 g.

Comfi Carlo

Take Carlo on a trip
Carlo is our little hand friend that gives a sense of
comfort and is a true friend that is good for playing
or just for a little chat.
Carlo follows you everywhere, in the class room,
by the dining table or when shopping, where he
will help you be keeping calm and concentrated.
Comfi Carlo is made of PU without phthalates easy
to clean with a damp cloth.

Comfi Multi Build
Multi Build can be used as a soft and secure
environment for play and immersion.
Can also be used as a nice sofa, a relaxing
massage bed, a cozy chair or as soft mattresses for resting.
The sides are stabilized by a wooden board
between the foam upholstery.

Comfi Multi Build is a multifunctional activity basin made of flexible foldable
sides in one piece and 2 mattresses that can be used as base.
Like all our other products in theCarlo
series Comfi Multi Build is made of
cleanableSansetæppe
PU without phalates.
.
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